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VICKIE WINS 
 
Vickie Wins is a winning daughter of Unbridled’s Song, out of a brilliant grade one winning 
mare, and is a half-sister to one of the most exciting two-year-old of 2016. 
 
A horse of remarkable natural ability, Unbridled’s Song has sired 22 grade one winners, 
among them the spectacular 2016 Travers Stakes (gr. I) scorer Arrogate, Champion Three-
Year-Old Colt Will Take Charge, Champion Two-Year-Old Colt Midshipman, as well as Liam’s 
Map, Graydar, Splendid Blended, Octave, Unrivaled Belle, Unbridled Elaine, Magnificent 
Song, Zensational, Cross Traffic and Emcee. Unbridled’s Song is already broodmare sire of 60 
graded stakes winners, including Carpe Diem, Tourist, General Quarters, The Lumber Guy, 
Unbridled Command, and six other grade one winners. 

In addition to being a daughter of Unbridled’s Song, Vickie Wins is out of the brilliant 
racemare, Mistical Plan. The wonderfully versatile Mistical Plan produced an exceptional 
performance to take the six furlong Princess Rooney Handicap (gr. I) by 5¾ lengths, while 
defeating multiple grade one winner Dream Rush and graded stakes winner Miraculous 
Miss, and earning a Beyer Speed Figure of 108. At the same distance, Mistical Plan also 
captured the $250,000 Sunshine Millions Oaks defeating graded stakes winners Tiz 
Elemental and Super Freaky.  Mistical Plan could also carry her speed, capturing the 8½ 
furlong Fair Grounds Oaks (gr. II) by 3¼ lengths while accounting for the CCA Oaks (gr. I) and 
Mother Goose Stakes (gr. I) heroine Octave, grade one winner Appealing Zophie, and grade 
two winner Dawn After Dawn. In addition, Mistical Plan took the Cover Gal Stakes by 7¼ 
lengths on her second start as a two-year-old, as well as earning second in the Pocahontas 
Stakes (gr. III), and third in the Ogden Phipps Handicap (gr. I) and Santa Ysabel Stakes (gr. III).   
 
Mistical Plan is dam of three winners with her first three foals. They include the current two-
year-old Big Gray Rocket. A Bob Baffert-trained son of Tapit, who was a $450,000 yearling, 
Big Gray Rocket broke his maiden at Del Mar, scoring by 6¾ lengths, and who is now 
pointing to grade one competition.  Mistical Plan also has a 2015 colt by Medaglia d’Oro,  
and is in foal to Bernardini. 
 
A granddaughter of Danzig, Mistical Plan is half-sister to the 2016 stakes winner, Elegant Bel. 
Mistical Plan’s second dam, Mistical Mist, is a sister to Princess Met, the dam of stakes 
winner Frigidette, and granddam of the Remsen Stakes (gr. II) scorer Windsor Castle, and 
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stakes winners North Coast Ltd, Mint Slewlep and Warm Breeze. Mistical Mist is out of the 
noted tap-root mare, Cloud Ho, the ancestress of 21 other stakes winners, including the 
Belmont Stakes (gr. I) victor Da’ Tara, grade one winner Private Persuasion, twice classic 
placed graded stakes winner Denis of Cork, and graded winners Juanita, Sierra Sunset and 
Wishful Splendor.  
 
 
 
 


